Lipton C

C allenge
by Bruce Savage

Geoff Meek's victory for
Hermanus Yacht Club last
year resulted in them nominating Gordon's Bay Yacht
club as the venue for the
1997 event.
The beautiful
town of
Gordon ·s Bay proved to be an
excellent venue as well as very
challenging to the competitors,
almost all of whom had never
sailed round-the-buoys racing in
this area. The 21 competing
teams thoroughly enjoyed the
beauty of the venue and an
excellent social program, but
unfortunately the wind did not
cooperate with a combination
The Winning MBS Challenger team.
of calm and gale force winds (Back L-R) Andrew Edwards; Ant Spillebeen; Ian Ainslie;
wasting three racing days. Race Davis; Andy Mitchell.
officer Wog Hawksworth and (Front) Gary Sindler; Ellian Perch and Dave Hudson.
his team did an excellent job,
both in making wise and early
re-fitted the old SX Stainless Steel boat,
decisions on cancelling racing, as well as and with good sponsorship from Medway
making the most of the sailable conditions
were looking like the most threatening new
to get in four good races.
team.
Geoff Meek was back defending for
Sunday was to be the first day of racing
Hermanus on Africa Glass with most of but the fleet waited in vain in the middle of
his winning team.
False Bay for some wind before being
Royal Cape's MBS Challenger had the towed all the way back in. Monday did
core of last year's team with Dave Hudson,
however yield a fresh South Easterly and
Greg Davis and Andy Mitchell joined by the rectangular course was set.
Gary Sindler on the bow and Ian Ainslie on
Jan Reuvers had excellent speed in the
the helm.
conditions and took advantage of a rightFalse Bay·s Daly's Insurance had the
hand shift on the first beat to gain an early
old Chris King / Rick Nankin combination
lead for Maxtec, followed by Africa Glass,
re-united with ..the big boys .. (Rick Mayhew Daly's Insurance and MBS Challenger.
and Chris Hathaway) and bolstered by the The race developed into a very close tussle
addition of myself after my PYC challenge
between these four teams with Reuvers
had to withdraw due to lack of finances.
holding onto the lead.
Jan Reuvers was back for Hout Bay on
On the last run Maxtec had the misforMaxtec and looking very fast in the
tune to blow their spinnaker and although
Western Province championships.
Pete
retaining their lead they were now vulneraShaw and Steven du Toit had completely
ble to attack on the final beat. King was

able to find a touch more speed
on the final beat and a small
shift back to the left enabled
Daly ·s to cross just ahead of
Maxtec halfway up the beat.
Meanwhile MBS Challenger
had worked through Meek and
was closing the gap. At no
stage up the final beat was
there more than six boatlengths between these four
boats and the race culminated
in one of the closest finishes in
Lipton History. Dalys tacked
onto port for the favoured committee boat end with MBS tacking to leeward and slightly
behind, and Maxtec tacking to
windward. Meanwhile Africa
Greg
Glass was coming in on the
Starboard tack layline for the
committee boat. Dalys crossed
first and MBS took advantage
of the line-bias to just pip Maxtec whilst
Meek had to settle for fourth. Just 17 seconds separated all four boats.
The scene looked set for a memorable
regatta, but the wind gods had other ideas.
A South Easterly gale set in on Tuesday
and was to rule out racing for the next two
days. This caused serious disruption in the
regatta, not to mention the Castle marquee, which was totally destroyed by the
vicious gusts coming down the mountain,
damaging some cars in the car-park. This
was some of the entertainment enjoyed by
the competitors, along with touring the
wine-route and action cricket.
By Thursday there were many worried
faces amongst the organizers, facing the
possibility of a non-event if at least the
three ..funny" courses were not completed.
Fortunately the South Easter had faded
and a light to moderate North Westerly set
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in across the bay allowing the setting of the
sausage course. This race would prove pivotal to the outcome of the regatta. The
leading teams all felt that the stronger looking wind on the left would favour that side
up the first beat, but the situation was
turned on it's head as a big right-hand shift
came through, putting the favourites down
in the mid-fleet and giving Fish Hoek
Beach's Stan tron ics a huge lead at the
first mark. Daly's was the most buried in
about twelfth position, but sailed an excellent second beat, working the shifts to
catch up to the leaders. By the end of the
second run there was very little separating
the first four boats as MBS, Africa Glass

According
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and Dalys had caught right up to each
other and Stantronics. Dalys could only
manage ninth place.
Friday was to be the day that proved
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weather mark first with Reuvers again
showing good speed in the big breeze and
taking advantage of the favoured right
hand side of the beat. MBS was up there,
but where was Meek? In the quest for extra
speed to match MBS they had put on a little too much kicker tension exposing a
fault in the boom. The Hermanus defence
was over.
The tight-reaches in these conditions
were a real test of boat-handling with boats
broaching all over the place. Dalys took
advantage of the chaos to scythe their way
through the fleet with excellent speed· and
control. Competitors were bemused by the
sight of Maxtec on the wrong tack on the
second reach. The luckless Reuvers had
suffered a broken tiller causing the boat to
spin out of control. Although commendably finishing the race with a temporary
repair the Hout Bay challenge was also
effectively over. MBS won the race, putting
them in a virtually unassailable position in
the regatta followed by Dalys, ECL and
the ever-consistent Medway.
Race four was to be sailed back-to-back
with race three and would be the final race
of the 1997 Lipton Challenge Cup. With
two of their closest challengers out of the
running and holding a nine point lead over
Dalys, MBS had only to sail a safe race to
ensure that the Lipton Cup went back to
Royal Cape.
The wind appeared to be fading and
Dalys changed back to the number 1
genoa between races. Dalys had an excellent start this time winning the favoured
buoy end, but MBS had better speed up
the first beat as the wind once more
increased favouring the boats with the
smaller number 2 genoas. Dalys was still
fast enough to round the weather mark in
second place but MBS had a good lead
and were in a winning mood. MBS
Challenger retained their lead throughout
the olympic course and posted their third
consecutive win followed by Dalys and PG
Glass. Bruce Keen, Charles Nankin and
their young UCT team are a talent to be
watched in the future, improving through
the regatta to end fifth overall despite losing their spinnaker in race three.
Owner
and Sponsor
of MBS
Challenger, Ellian Perch, and Manager
Anthony Spillebeen had the biggest smiles
on Friday and Saturday night as their team
celebrated at two of the better Lipton parties ever. Congratulations to Ian Ainslie,
Greg Davis, Dave Hudson, Andy Mitchell
and Gary Sindler on a thoroughly deserved
and emphatic victory.
Talk around the prize giving was that
Royal Cape might nominate Port Elizabeth
as the venue next year in an effort to
encourage more participation from outside
of the Western Cape.J,
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Technical Notes
All boats were weighed by class measurer Andrew
Mackenzie as they entered the water. This will
result in a minimum weight being written into the
class rules and should equalize the boats more.
Almost all of the boats used North sails with the
notable exception of Jan Reuvers (Doyle) who certainly was not lacking for speed.
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OPPORTUNITIES TO PURCHASE
WORLD-CLASS BOATS

Recent relaxations· by the Reserve Bank
of certain exchange controls, have created opportunities
for local buyers to
invest in quality boats overseas.
This is according to Chris Bonnet of
Ocean Sailing Management
Systems in
Durban who points out that many owners
of boats locally hardly get the full benefit
and use from their boats that they
should, for the simple reason that our
coastline is inhospitable with few ports of
refuge which reduces them to day and
social sailing only.
While this may be fine for some, others with a more adventurous spirit prefer
to use their boats better and enjoy cruising to its fullest in different areas.
By investing in one of the Sunsail boat
ownership
schemes,
one can have a
choice of 3 7 holiday locations around the
world for 10 weeks a year at no additional cost other than the original investment. Other benefits include ownership
without the related maintenance
costs
and no worries of the boat standing idle
and deteriorating.
Coupled to this is a
guaranteed income which is paid quarterly in arrears.
With the R200 000 now permitted to
be invested overseas it is easy for a syndicate to buy into one of the Sunsail, or
related, boat ownership
schemes.
The
new dispensation
does not require the
income to be remitted
back to South
Africa, nor have the boat repatriated as a
South African asset.
This now makes it viable for just two
people to purchase a Beneteau 381 and
pay the balance off during the charter
period, ending up with a world-class boat
at the end of the period.
The Reserve Bank now also permits
South African residents to place yachts in
the Sunsail charter programme.
Further information may be obtained
from
Ocean
sailing
Management
Systems. Tel. 031-3015726.
FAX ON DEMAND WEATHER SERVICE
The Weather Bureau in co-operation with
Travelphone has launched a new fax on
demand service. This service enables anybody to obtain a weather forecast from a
fax machine,
24 hours a day, making
weather information more accessible for
general use.
The first phase which was launched in
August
comprises
of the General
Forecast Services and Marine Services.
The General
Forecast
service
is the
National Forecast, Forecast Minimum and
Maximum
Temperature,
Travellers
Forecast, Five Day Forecast and Rainfall
Report.
The Marine Services
is the
Weather Bulletin for Coastal Waters,
Weather
Bulletin
for High Seas and
Weekly Sea Surface Temperatures.
The service is easy to use, dial 082
232 5600 from you fax machine, follow
the instructions
and enter the service
number 2000. Your fax machine will
immediately receive the document which
is an index with all relevant service num-
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bers and descriptions.
This Travelphone
Service is in addition to the very successful services for
the British and Australian
Consulates
providing visa, passport and immigration
forms. This service has been in operation
since June 1997 and has enabled the
Consulates
to render a more effective
service to clients by avoiding
postal
delays and queuing for the forms.
For further
information
Contact
Travelphone
Information
Services.
Tel
012 664 6404
WILBUR ELLIS APPOINTMENTS
William Voermann has been promoted to
the position of Branch Manager of Wilbur
Ellis Durban, having previously headed
up the Durban yachting consulting team.
Toby Day has been promoted
from
power wholesale to Wholesale Yachting
Division Manager for KwaZulu Natal.
WEST SYSTEM EPOXY MASTS

Boatbuilders
are now more frequently
choosing epoxy, rather than polyester,
vinyl ester or other resins to complete
difficult construction jobs.
A noted Italian builder recently built a
pair of huge masts with Pine, using the
West System epoxy as the adhesive.
The masts are for a 45 metre vessel,
with the foremast
measuring
31.65
metres high, and the main mast 35.51
metres high.
The fact that these masts were built
with epoxy illustrates the builders confidence in the strength and reliability of
Epoxy for such structures. West System
403 Microfibres,
a special thickening
additive, with West System epoxy to maximise the bond strength were used.
Further information
on West System
products may be obtained from Exaton
Composites. Tel. 021-5102564.
SMD ACQUIRES KVH INDUSTRIES
AGENCY
SMD Telecommunications
recently
reached
an agreement
with
KVH
Industries
in the USA to market their
exciting range of specialised equipment
in the marine electronics market in South
Africa.
KVH Industries are well known as pioneers in the development of highly stable
electronic compass systems, with their
1000 digital fluxgate heading
sen,sor
designed for all types of craft, whether
power or sail.
More recently
they announced
the
ADGC,
or Azimuth
Digital
Gyro
Compass, a real breakthrough which revolutionises the tricky area of overcoming
unstable heading references
from conventional magnetic or fluxgate compasses
on smaller craft affecting
autopilots,
radar stabilisation
and the presentation
of stable displays on electronic navaids
such as chart plotters.
Another innovative
product is their
lnmarsat Tracphone, one of the first new
generation compact mini M terminals.

One of KVH's
best
known
and
respected products is their Datascope, a
monocular,
digital bearing and range
finding instrument.
Further information may be obtained
from SMD Telecommunications.
Tel. 0215112886.
ISLAND SPIRIT 36

The first Island Spirit 36 catamaran fully
fitted out in Fortuna Yachts' boatyard has
been launched, and brings the number of
these cruising cats launched to ten.
Previous models were all fitted out by
their
owners,
but this one signals
Fortuna's new policy. Its new-look transoms and interior
arrangement,
is
defined as Fortuna's new standard product.
The very easy access to the Island
Spirit's cockpit has always been a special
feature of this cat, as has its wide uncluttered decks and remarkable space below.
The surprisingly
roomy interior is furnished with Fortuna's
comprehensive
suite of GRP modules, all finished off
with hardwood
trims that match the
Yachttrim
cabin
and heads
doors.
Nineteen portlights ensure ventilation in
tropical climes and the fitted bimini gives
shade over the generous cockpit area.
This recently completed boat is now
available for viewing.
Further information may be obtained
from
Fortuna
yachts.
TEL. 0215519340.
NEW HARKEN REEFING & FURLING
SYSTEM
Harken has recently launched
its new
00AL reefing and furling system which
combines the strong durable foil of the .
unit 0 with the drum of the 00 unit to
provide
sailors
with a low priced,
effective reefing system for boats up to
26'.
The 00AL offers many features found
in Harken' s established line of jib reefing
and furling systems. These include a freespinning, omni-directional bearing system
with multiple ball bearing races, a double
grooved foil for racing sail changes, and
a lightweight halyard swivel to minimise
windage and weight aloft. The furlers
large inside spool provides
plenty of
mechanical advantage for smooth, easy
reefing and furling.
The 00AL is simple
and easy to
install, converts easily to racing, and is a
cruising sailor's delight.
Further information may be obtained
from Wilbur Ellis. Tel. 021-5112330;
011-8391810
or 031-3053381.

is also the most powerful windlass among
its contemporaries.
The innovative,
no-snag automatic
rope/chain
management
system handles
both 6 - 7mm chain and 12 - 14mm
rope, with power up, power down and
manual chain release. Line speed is fast,
up to 30m per minute.
With a low, stylish profile the Concept
0 is less intrusive both above and below
deck. Pre-assembled
for simple "dropthrough"
installation
the Concept 0 is
also easy to operate and maintain.
Further information may be obtained
from Central Boating. Tel. 021-248026.
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Mistral Nationals
1 Rhesus Alpha

GerryAAd

2 Boogaloo

Brett van Rooyen

3 Nikki

Chris Nel

4 Aphelion
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Lipton Cup
1 Royal Cape YC
2 False Bay YC
3 Gordon's Bay YC
4 Algoa Bay YC
5 UClYC
6 Hout BayYC
7 Point YC
8 Walvis Bay YC
9 Zeekoevlei YC
10 Fish Hoek BSC
11 Theewaterskloof
12 Langebaan YC
13 Hermanus YC
14 Defence (KZN)
15 Deneysvile YC
16 Milnerton Aquatic
17 Defence (CT)
18 Imperial YC
19 Lake Marina Y&BC
20 Hotentots Holland
21 Port Owen YC

MBS Challenger
Daly's Insurance
Medway Challenger
ECL Challenger
PG Glass
Maxtec Peripherals
Dunes
Medallion Mushrooms
Daly's ZVVC
Stantronics
Pink Lady
Marcom
African Glass
BP Cheetah
Suntuf
Magnificent PPC
Cape Columbine
Halcyon
KFC
Liquor Value
Realtime
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LTS DEVELOPMENTS
Serving yachtsmen since 1989

Tel. (011) 907 7803 / 869 2132

Builders of the:
MOUNT GAY 30
PARLAY 40 CATAMARAN
NOSE' BE' 38 CATAMARAN

NEW CONCEPT WINDLASS
Lewmar recently introduced
the worlds
most compact windlass for boats from 6 10 metres.
To complement
its existing series of
fully automatic
rope/chain
windlasses
which range in size from 6 - 22m, the
Concept 0 is light, fast and efficient. With
a motor delivering 270kg, the Concept 0
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